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Introduction



Introduction

 brane world model

 Asym flat BH solution gives a good approximation 

 Higher-dim. spacetime

 Higher-dim. Black Holes

Large extra dimensions

 Extra dims is “seen” by gravity

 BH production in LHC ?

 inspired by unified theories



Black Objects

Black Ring

 variety of horizon topology in

Kerr BH  (     horizon)
uniquely

 Can we distinguish black objects by particle motion?   

Myers & Perry (1986) Emparan & Reall (2002)
Black Hole







Particle Motion around a Black Hole

 D-dim. Schwarzschild BH case

 No stable bound orbit for 

centrifugal force Newton gravity

 Black Ring case

Today’s  topic



Black Ring 



 horizon topology

geometry

 ２-parameter sol.

: ring radius

: thickness
: rotational velocity

 3 Killing vectors 

 metric by ring coord.     and

fatthin )(



Event Horizon

rotation

rotation

 are suppressed.
 : polar coordinates on two independent planes, respectively.

unity

 diagram of a black ring



Particle Motion around Black Ring

 Hamiltonian constraint (on-shell condition)

effective potential

： energy ： angular momenta per unit energy

 constants of motion 

 extreme value problem  of 

local minimum point = stable bound orbit

 geodesic eq. [J. Hoskisson (2009)]

 not separable We use “effective potential”



Results



Typical Shapes of      .  

 On the ring axis, , there exist stable bound orbits



local minimum point

(no barrier at           )

 No stable bound orbit exist at the ring center.

unstable





local minimum points

 Near the ring axis, there exist stable bound orbits.



Domains of stable bound orbits
 numerical analysis

 critical thickness

 allowed region shows a set of local minimum points 

： no stable bound orbit exists

： There exist stable bound orbits



Critical Value of (analytically)



Potential Analysis on the Ring axis

 asymptotic form 

Newton gravity
&

centrifugal force
subleading term

 exist a stable point at infinity ? 

 local minimum point at

※



Summary
We analyzed particle orbits around a black ring. 

 Stable bound orbits (SBO) exist on and near the ring axis

 unique property of BR not BH in 5D

 critical thickness

： No SBO exists

： There exist SBOs

 existence of SBOs with infinite radius in the case




